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UNDERGRADUATE MATHEMATICS CLUBS. 
EDITED BY U. G. MITCHELL, University of Kansas, Lawrence. 

NOTES AND SUGGESTIONS. 

A Junior Mathematics Club was organized at Cornell University in the early 
part of the present academic year. One feature of this club's work seems to the 
editor well worth incorporating into the program of other undergraduate clubs. 
In response to a request from the students, a member of the faculty devoted an 
hour to explaining to the club "the utility and value of each of the mathematical 
courses offered by the University beyond the freshman year; what courses would 
be of greatest value to the student of chemistry, of physics, of biology, of 
economics, of education, and for further mathematical development; and, in 
each case, some of the reasons why the course suggested was of particular value 
in the field indicated." 

In response to a request published some time ago for suggestions as to mathe- 
matical garnes suitable for club uses in social meetings, Mrs. W. E. BECKWITH 
of the College for Women, Western Reserve University, Cleveland, Ohio, sends 
the following: " Place a fairly good-sized -mirror upright on a table and have each 
student draw a four-inch square with its diagonals by watching his movements 
in the mirror. I find it necessary to cover the hands to insure use of the mirror 
only. This undertaking is far more difficult than it would appear to be and is 
certain to 'break the ice' on any occasion." 

In response to the same request Professor ELIZABETH B. COWLEY of Vassar 
College, Poughkeepsie, N. Y., writes that their club has used mathematical 
adaptations of some of the familiar guessing games. For example, a theorem 
in geometry was selected and each person of a group took one word of the theorem. 
The person who had been sent "out" returned and asked each a question to 
which she replied, using in the reply, her word in the theorem. This game was 
most successful when the theorem selected was quite familiar. Another game 
was that in which one member was sent out and all the others selected a mathe- 
matical term. When the person returned, she had the privilege of asking twenty 
questions about the term, selecting the persons to be questioned. Each person 
questioned must answer, but without mentioning the term. Of course, if the 
questions are skilful and the answers are less so, the term is quickly guessed. 
At one of its meetings the club played charades using mathematical terms as the 
words to be represented by acts. 

CLUB ACTIVITIES. 

THE MATHEMATICS CLUB OF BROWN UNIVERSITY, Providence, R. I. [1918, 
33-34; 1919, 167; 1920, 28.] 

The Mathematics Club of Brown University issues annually a printed folder 
announcing the program for the year and containing the list of officers and 
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information concerning dates and places of meeting. From the 1919-20 folder 
we have taken the data given below. 

The programs for the year are as follows: 
November 7, 1919: "Women as mathematicians and astronomers" by Rachel T. 

Easterbrooks '20; " Geometric proofs of the law of tangents " by Clarence M. 
Eddy '22; "Logarithmic spiral shapes for cams and wheels" by Chauncey 
D. Wentworth '20. 

December 12: "Hyperbolic functions and some of their practical applications" 
by Fred L. Itschener '21; "Probabilities in the game of shooting craps" by 
Everett L. Sweet '21. 

February 13, 1920: "History and development of logarithms" by Allen A. 
Edgcomb '22; "Arithmetic prodigies" by Harold B. Yeaton '21. 

March 12: "Imaginary quantities and their graphs" by Martha W. Watt, Gr.; 
" Map-making " by Raymond L. Wilder '20. 

April 9: "Projective methods of generating curves" by Professor Helen A. 
Merrill of Wellesley College, Wellesley, Mass. Club picture. 

May: (date to be announced later): Picnic. 
At some time during the year Professor David Eugene Smith of Columbia 

University, N. Y., is to give an illustrated stereopticon lecture on "The history 
of mathematics" but at the time of this writing (April) the date has not yet 
been definitely determined. 

THE JUNIOR MATHEMATICAL CLUB, University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wis. 
[1918, 188-189, 457-458.1 

Regular meetings of the club are held on the second and fourth Thursdays of 
each month. It is planned to have faculty members speak at about half of the 
meetings and students (usually two at each meeting) furnish the programs for 
the other meetings. The club has two picnics each year-one in the fall for the 
purpose of arousing interest in the club and of getting the mathematics students 
acquainted with each other, and one late in the spring which serves as a farewell 
to the senior members. 

The club is open to both men and women and includes not only those majoring 
in mathematics but also a number who have minors in mathematics (chiefly 
students of physics and chemistry). The membership for the year 1918-19 was 21 
and for the year 1919-20 between 25 and 30. 

The officers for the year 1918-19 were: President, Eva Thornton '19; vice- 
president, Arlisle Schumacher '21; secretary-treasurer, Ruth Conlin '19. 

Because of the S. A. T. C. and the influenza epidemic no meetings were held 
in the fall of 1918. The programs for the meetings since then up to the time of 
sending in this copy are given below. 
January 21, 1919: "French mathematics" by Professor Edward B. Van Vleck. 
February 4: "Italian mathematicians" by Professor L. W. Dowling. 
February 13: Continuation of discussion of "Italian mathematicians" including 

some personal experiences as a student in Italy, by Professor Dowling. 
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February 27: "Who's who in modern mathematics" by Professor Ernest B. 
Skinner. 

March 13: "The trisection of an angle by means of conic sections" by Madge 
Ryan '20; "Curves" by Ethel Vasey '19. 

April 16: Social evening at the home of Professor and Mrs. Dowling. Illus- 
trated lecture on "Famous mathematicians" by Professor Dowling. 

May 8: "Works of Archimedes" by Professor Charles S. Slichter. 
May 22: Business meeting for election of officers. Officers elected for the year 

1919-20: President, Margaret Lee '20; vice-president, Ruth-Marie Urban 
'20; secretary-treasurer, Gladys Baur '20. 

October 21: Picnic. 
October 30: " Classification of curves and surfaces " by Professor Van Vleck. 
November 13: "Some surprises in the history of mathematics" by Professor 

Dowling. 
December 4: "Mathematical recreations" by Estelle Stone '20 and Madge 

Ryan '20. 
December 18: "Graphical calculation" by Professor Arnold Dresden. 
January 8, 1920: "Numerals of antiquity" by Ruth-Marie Urban '20; "Life 

and works of Abel" by Alta Gudsos '20. 
January 22: "Integers" by Professor Skinner. 

PROBLEMS AND SOLUTIONS. 
EDITED BY B. F. FINKEL AND OTro DUNKEL. 

Send all communications about problems and solutions to B. F. FINKEL, Springfield, Mo. 

NOTE ON CAUSTICS. 

By Oro DUNKEL, Washington University. 

The purpose of this note is to show that the formula (3), which was de- 
rived by Professor da Cunha in another way in his solution of problem 2768, 
below, has a somewhat wider application. If from a point F rays of light fall 
upon the concave side of a curve r in a plane containing the point, and the reflected 
rays intersect on the same side, the envelope y of these reflected rays is called 
the caustic of F with respect to the point F. Let M be a point of F, F' the point 
in which the ray reflected from M has contact with zy, co the angle of incidence, 
R = MO, the radius of curvature of r at M, 3 = FM and 5' = MF'. Then 
it may be proved that 

(1) 11 + 6' R cos w 2 

A simple geometrical derivation of this result is given in Humbert's Cours 
d'Analyse, vol. 1, page 77. Let the point of intersection of the normal to r at 
M with the line FF' be denoted by T and the length MT by n. By dropping 
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